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Stephen Jay Gould (September
10, 1941 – May 20, 2002) was an
American paleontologist,
evolutionary biologist and
historian of science. He was also
one of the most influential and
widely read writers of popular
science of his generation. Gould
spent most of his career teaching
at Harvard University and working
at the American Museum of
Natural History in New York. In
the latter years of his life, Gould
also taught biology and evolution
at New York University near his
home in SoHo.

Gould's greatest contribution to
science was the theory of
punctuated equilibrium which he
developed with Niles Eldredge in
1972. The theory proposes that
most evolution is marked by long
periods of evolutionary stability,
which is punctuated by rare
instances of branching evolution.
The theory was contrasted
against phyletic gradualism, the
popular idea that evolutionary
change is marked by a pattern of
smooth and continuous change in
the fossil record.

Most of Gould's empirical
research was based on the land
snail genera Poecilozonites and
Cerion. He also contributed to
evolutionary developmental
biology, and has received wide
praise for his book Ontogeny and
Phylogeny. In evolutionary theory
he opposed strict selectionism,
sociobiology as applied to
humans, and evolutionary
psychology. He campaigned
against creationism and proposed
that science and religion should
be considered two distinct fields,

or "magisteria", whose authorities
do not overlap.
Many of Gould's Natural History
essays were reprinted in collected
volumes, such as Ever Since
Darwin and The Panda's Thumb,
while his popular treatises
included books such as The
Mismeasure of Man, Wonderful
Life and Full House.
Gould was born and raised in the
community of Bayside, a quiet
suburb located in the Queens

borough of New York City. His
father Leonard was a court
stenographer, and his mother
Eleanor was an artist. When
Gould was five years old, his
father took him to the Hall of
Dinosaurs in the American
Museum of Natural History, where
he first encountered
Tyrannosaurus rex. "I had no idea
there were such things—I was
awestruck," Gould once recalled.
It was in that moment that he
decided to become a
paleontologist.

Raised in a secular Jewish home,
Gould did not formally practice
religion and preferred to be called
an agnostic. Though he "had
been brought up by a Marxist
father," he has stated that his
father's politics were "very
different" from his own. In
describing his own political views
he has said they "tend to the left
of center." According to Gould the
most influential political books he
read were C. Wright Mills' The
Power Elite and the political
writings of Noam Chomsky.

While attending Antioch College
in the early 1960s, Gould was
active in the civil rights movement
and often campaigned for social
justice. When he attended the
University of Leeds as a visiting
undergraduate, he organized
weekly demonstrations outside a
Bradford dance hall which refused
to admit Blacks. Gould continued
these demonstrations until the
policy was revoked. Throughout
his career and writings he spoke
out against cultural oppression in
all its forms, especially what he

saw as pseudoscience used in
the service of racism and sexism.
Gould was twice married. His first
marriage was to artist Deborah
Lee on October 3, 1965. Gould
met Lee while they were students
together at Antioch College. They
had two sons, Jesse and Ethan.
His second marriage was in 1995
to artist and sculptor Rhonda
Roland Shearer who is the mother
of two children, Jade and London
Allen, stepchildren of Gould.

In July 1982, Gould was
diagnosed with peritoneal
mesothelioma, a deadly form of
cancer affecting the abdominal
lining and frequently found in
people who have been exposed
to asbestos. After a difficult twoyear recovery, Gould published a
column for Discover magazine,
titled "The Median Isn't the
Message", which discusses his
reaction to discovering that
mesothelioma patients had a
median lifespan of only eight
months after diagnosis. He then
describes the true significance

behind this number, and his relief
upon realizing that statistical
averages are just useful
abstractions, and do not
encompass the full range of
variation.
The median is the halfway point,
which means that 50% of patients
will die before 8 months, but the
other half will live longer,
potentially much longer. He then
needed to determine where his
personal characteristics placed
him within this range. Considering
that the cancer was detected

early, the fact he was young,
optimistic, and had the best
treatments available, Gould
figured that he should be in the
favorable half of the upper
statistical range. After an
experimental treatment of
radiation, chemotherapy, and
surgery, Gould made a full
recovery, and his column became
a source of comfort for many
cancer patients.
Gould was also an advocate for
medical marijuana. During this
bout with cancer, he smoked the

illegal drug to alleviate the nausea
associated with his medical
treatments. According to Gould,
his use of marijuana had a "most
important effect" on his eventual
recovery. In 1998 he testified in
the case of Jim Wakeford, a
Canadian medical-marijuana user
and activist.
His scientific essays for Natural
History frequently refer to his
nonscientific interests and
pastimes. As a boy he collected
baseball cards and remained a
fiercely avid baseball fan

throughout his life. As an adult he
was fond of science fiction movies
but often lamented about their
mediocrity (not just in their
presentation of science, but in
their storytelling as well). His other
interests included singing in the
Boston Cecilia, and he was a
great aficionado of Gilbert and
Sullivan operettas. He collected
rare antiquarian books and
textbooks. He often traveled to
Europe, and spoke French,
German, Russian, and Italian. He
admired Renaissance
architecture. When discussing the

Judeo-Christian tradition, he
usually referred to it simply as
"Moses". He sometimes alluded
ruefully to his tendency to put on
weight.
Gould died on May 20, 2002 from
a metastatic adenocarcinoma of
the lung, a form of cancer which
had spread to his brain. This
cancer was unrelated to his
abdominal cancer, from which he
had fully recovered twenty years
earlier. He died in his home "in a
bed set up in the library of his
SoHo loft, surrounded by his wife

Rhonda, his mother Eleanor, and
the many books he loved."
Gould began his higher education
at Antioch College, graduating
with double major in geology and
philosophy in 1963. During this
time, he also studied abroad at
the University of Leeds in the
United Kingdom. After completing
his graduate work at Columbia
University in 1967 under the
guidance of Norman Newell, he
was immediately hired by Harvard
University where he worked until
the end of his life (1967–2002). In

1973, Harvard promoted him to
Professor of Geology and Curator
of Invertebrate Paleontology at
the institution's Museum of
Comparative Zoology.
In 1982, Harvard awarded him
with the title of Alexander Agassiz
Professor of Zoology. The
following year, in 1983, he was
awarded fellowship into the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science, where
he later served as president
(1999–2001). The AAAS news
release cited his "numerous

contributions to both scientific
progress and the public
understanding of science." He
also served as president of the
Paleontological Society (1985–
1986) and the Society for the
Study of Evolution (1990–1991).
In 1989 Gould was elected into
the body of the National Academy
of Sciences. Through 1996–2002
Gould was Vincent Astor Visiting
Research Professor of Biology at
New York University. In 2001 the
American Humanist Association
named him the Humanist of the

Year for his lifetime of work. In
2008, he was posthumously
awarded the Darwin-Wallace
Medal, along with 12 other
recipients. Until 2008, this medal
had been awarded every 50 years
by the Linnean Society of London.
Early in his career, Gould and
Niles Eldredge developed the
theory of punctuated equilibrium,
in which evolutionary change
occurs relatively rapidly,
alternating with longer periods of
relative evolutionary stability.
According to Gould, punctuated

equilibrium revised a key pillar "in
the central logic of Darwinian
theory." Some evolutionary
biologists have argued that while
punctuated equilibrium was "of
great interest to biology," it merely
modified neo-Darwinism in a
manner that was fully compatible
with what had been known before.
Others however emphasized its
theoretical novelty, and argued
that evolutionary stasis had been
"unexpected by most evolutionary
biologists" and "had a major
impact on paleontology and
evolutionary biology."

Some critics jokingly referred to
the theory as "evolution by jerks,"
which elicited Gould to respond in
kind by describing gradualism as
"evolution by creeps."

